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A 6 year old male pug breed of dog was presented to Eden pets care with a
history of bleeding from a nodule present on the skin. The owner also
informed that it has started as a wart like structure on the skin which was
soft and fluctuating which has remained in the same size for 2 years.
Increase in size of the nodule was seen for past two weeks. Clinical
examination of the pet showed a 0.7cm diameter nodule on the skin on the
cranial aspect of right forelimb at the time of presentation. No pain was
evinced on palpation. Cytological evaluation of fine needle aspiration was
suggestive of mast cell tumour. This article outlines the cytological findings
and the treatment adopted in this case.

Introduction
Cutaneous masses or nodules can occur in
dogs due to a multitude of underlying causes
such as tumour, parasites, allergic conditions
or cysts, infectious conditions, granulomatous
and non-granulomatous (Scott, 2001 and
Santoro et al., 2008).
Mast cell tumors (MCT) are the most
common cutaneous tumour which is an
important differential for cutaneous nodular
lesions in dogs. They are frequently seen in
the dermis and subcutaneous tissue and the

occurrence in the skin of extremities is by 40
%. Proper identification of the nodular lesion
is important for a better treatment plan and to
decide the prognosis of the case.
Case history and observation
A 6 year old, male, pug breed of dog
weighing 9.8 kg was presented to Eden pets
care, pet clinic and boarding kennels,
Mogappair, Chennai with a history of
ulceration
and bleeding from a nodule
present on the skin. The owner informed that
the nodule was present for more than 2 years
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but has increased in size only for the past two
weeks and has started bleeding suddenly,
which has stopped by itself.
Physical examination of the dog showed an
dark red ulcerated nodular mass of 0.5 to 0.7
cm in diameter on the cranial aspect of right
forearm.
No other nodular lesions were observed on
the skin. The pet was active and alert with no
lymph node swelling nor any clinical signs of
concern. A fine needle aspiration was done to
find out the aetiology of the nodular lesion.
Results and Discussion
Cytological evaluation
Cytological evaluation of the aspirate showed
the presence of neoplastic cells which were
are spherical to oval and are well
differentiated, the nuclei and cytoplasm
are indistinguishable due to numerous dense
purple to pink granules.

canine
cutaneous
neoplasms(Hauck,
2013). The development of MCT is related to
genetic factors which describes the breed
predisposition in development of the tumour.
Dogs of bulldog ancestry are predisposed to
the development of MCT. McNeil et al., 2006
stated that MCT in pugs are relatively benign,
despite the presence of multiple cutaneous
tumours in most cases.
Cutaneous MCTs can arise from the
malignantly transformed mast cells of dermis
or the subcutaneous connective tissue. Dermal
tumors are usually well-defined, raised
masses which are often hairless and
erythematous which may be ulcerated and/or
pruritic (Hattendorf and Nielsen, 1967).
According to O'Keefe, 1990 patients with
tumours that grow slowly and remain
localized for long periods have a better
prognosis, whereas rapid or infiltrative
growth usually indicates a poor prognosis.
Diagnosis by FNAC

Some mast cells are stained pale blue because
of heavy degree of granulation and lack of
stain penetration in nucleus which was
suggestive of mast cell tumour (Fig.1).
The pet was treated orally with prednisone at
the dose rate of 2mg/kg for a period of 14
days followed by a dose rate of 1 mg/ Kg for
the next 14 days. The pet was reviewed after
the treatment duration. The nodule has
considerably reduced in size compared to the
time of initial presentation.
MCT is the most common form of cutaneous
tumour, but involvement of viscera also has
been reported. (Misdorp, 2004). Mast cell
tumor (MCT) is the second most frequently
diagnosed malignancy in dogs(Dobson et al.,
2002). MCT represents 16% to 21% of all

A diagnosis, preferably by fine-needle
aspiration and cytologic (FNAC) evaluation,
is especially important for locally invasive
tumours such as MCT.
FNAC has confirmed the presence of cells
which were suggestive of mast cell tumour.
Diagnosis and staging of the tumour
determines the nature of treatment to be
followed in any dog that is presented with
mastocytoma.
Staging of the tumour
Staging of the tumour is important in terms of
treatment and prognosis. WHO Clinical
Staging System for Canine Mast Cell
Tumourswas used in this case (Table 1).
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Table.1 WHO Clinical Staging System for Canine Mast Cell Tumors
Stage I

One tumor confined to the dermis, without regional lymph node
involvement
Stage II One tumor confined to the dermis, with regional lymph node involvement
Stage III Multiple dermal tumors or large infiltrating tumor with or without regional
lymph node involvement
Stage IV Any tumor with distant metastasis, or recurrence with metastasis (including
blood or bone marrow involvement)

Fig.1 Ulcerated nodule on the cranial aspect of right forearm

a

b
Fig.2 Cytology of mast cell tumour

Each stage is divided into (a) without
systemic signs, and (b) with systemic signs
Although surgery remains the treatment of
choice for localized MCT, considering a
multimodality approach is important because
recurrence after surgery was also seen
(Northrup and Wall, 2005). Chemotherapy is
primarily used for treatment of disseminated,
nonresectable, or high-grade tumors, whereas
radiation is the treatment of choice for
microscopic residual disease.
Clinical Management
The presented case was assigned to stage I of
MCT and Prednisone was chosen as drug for

treatment, based on the effects of
glucocorticoids being mentioned in the
available literature. Corticosteroids have
cytotoxic activity against MCTs (Takahashi et
al., 1997), and treatment with these drugs is
associated with limited adverse effects
(Asboe, 1952). Glucocorticoids primarily
affect fibroblasts and epithelial cells to reduce
or inhibit the production of stem cell
factor(Finotto et al., 1997).
At least three effects on MCT are attributed to
glucocorticoids. First effect is seen in
inhibition of production of growth factors and
cytokines upon which newly generated cells
are dependent (Pollack et al., 1991).Second,
they act directly on mast cells to inhibit the
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normal pattern of granule formation. Third
effect is attributed to the the antiinflammatory action of glucocorticoids which
helps in decreasing the local edema,
inflammation, and pruritus associated with the
release of the cellular products (O'Keefe,
1990). Glucocorticoids canbe administered
systemically or directly into the tumour but
intraregional route can cause discomfort on
injection, tumour sloughing, and iatrogenic
hyperadrenocorticism.
Mccaw et al., 1994 has documented the effect
of oral prednisone in cases on MCT with a 20
% positive response. Mcneil et al., 2006
concluded that MCT in pugs are relatively
benign, despite the presence of multiple
cutaneous tumours in most cases. Mast cell
tumours manifest as a heterogenous disease,
and individual treatment decisions must be
based on the histologic grade of the tumour,
clinical stage of disease, location of the mass,
number of masses present, and concurrent
clinical status of the patient. As it is difficult
to predict the biologic behaviour of an
individual tumour it is the decision of the
veterinarian in deciding the best treatment in
case of MCT in dogs.
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